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PRINCIPAL’S  MESSAGE

“We want that education by which character is formed, strength of mind
is increased, the intellect is expanded, and by which one can stand on
one’s own feet” – Swami Vivekananda

Greetings from the Principal, Lakhimpur Commerce College.

Lakhimpur Commerce College, established in 1972, is a co-educational
institution of commerce and arts education that strives for a vibrant academic
atmosphere to make learning an enriching through a holistic and multidisciplinary
approach in accordance with changing pedagogy. Persistent efforts are made
to provide a platform for effective synergies between teaching and learning by
nurturing and fostering critical thinking.

Lakhimpur Commerce College takes pride in publishing the 16th issue of the
college magazine and in encouraging  the students to expose their creative and
innovative potentials. It is a platform that constantly aspires to ensure inclusion
of students from diverse backgrounds and empowers them to carve out a
niche for themselves.

The college has been celebrating Golden Jubilee since 4th September, 2022.
In the course of this glorious journey, the institution has contributed in imparting



equitable quality education and in upholding academic integrity. Excellence is a continuous
process and in pursuit of this the institution has produced successful alumni in diverse
fields. The college works in myriad ways to partake in multiple outreach programmes
beyond the periphery of teaching and learning .It extends contribution to society by
communicating the accumulated knowledge, values and skills. The students are also spurred
to participate and display their calibre in various sports and cultural activities.

 The newly constructed Women Hostel under UGC XII Plan is recently inaugurated by
Dr. Ranuj Pegu, the honourable Education Minister of Assam and is functional from this
academic year. Two well equipped classrooms are also constructed for the convenience
of the students. The college has five ICT enabled classrooms and two smart classrooms
to create a participative environment. The classes of M.Com. under Dibrugarh University
has been commenced from this academic year. I hope that the implementation of NEP
2020 will definitely provide inclusive, equitable, affordable and quality education in the
field of higher studies. The college is prepared for the second cycle of NAAC assessment
and accreditation which is scheduled on 3rd & 4th of February,2023.

So, let us strives for consistent improvement of the institution with innovative ideas through
our diligence and dedication to mould the destiny of the college.

Dr. Lohit Hazarika
Principal

Lakhimpur Commerce College
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Introduction:

Aatmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyan is a milestone

to make India the self-reliant through the concept of

vocal for local and local for global. The mission was

announced on 12th   May of 2020 to make India

aatmanirbhar by producing goods and services locally.

The package allotted for the mission is around Rs. 20

lakh crores which is distributed in different sectors like

agriculture, industry, migrant workers, service sector,

Micro Small and Medium Enterprises etc. so that

competitiveness and inclusive growth can be obtained.

The mission has emphasized on the effective and efficient

use of natural resources available in India by producing

globally acceptable goods and services and this can

only be possible through continuous research and

innovation in the areas.

Why Aatmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyan:

To achieve the objective of self-reliant, the

Government of India announced different measures like

tax relief, relaxation of licensing policies etc. so that

more competitiveness can be increased as well as

Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) can be attracted. The

Why Aatmanirbhar
Bharat Abhiyan?

Dr. Dadul Rajkonwar
Assistant Professor,

Department of Commercial Law,

Lakhimpur Commerce College

mission is not closed to the world rather than open to

the whole world and the government of India announced

many measures to support in this regard. India

announced schemes like schemes for micro, small and

medium enterprises, schemes for farmers to give right

to choose price and people to whom they are going to

sell, measures for migrants’ labors, street vendors,

encouraging private participation in different sectors

including FDI in defence sector.

As a part of the mission, different sectors have already

started its functioning. For example, Reliance Jio

announced Make in India 5G network in July, 2020 to

cover network in India. The Personal Protection

Equipment (PPE) industries have been significantly

growing in India after announcement of the mission. It

has become the largest producers of PPE kits and

masks in the world after China. The mission appreciates

the industries and make the products competitiveness

globally. The products should be produced in India

locally and make it available in the global market. This

requires research in products and markets so that



required demand of customer can be met effectively

and efficiently.

Challenges before us:

The Aatmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyan has a great

significance in the present situation. The mission

announced to cope up with the present changing

situation. The Covid-19 pandemic effected in

almost all the sectors of the country. Production and

distribution in different sectors have stopped due to

the Covid-19 pandemic. This calls for new measures

and initiatives on the part of the government.  India

announced measures like Liquidity Infusion and Direct

Cash Transfer for the benefits for of low, migrants’

workers and street vendors. It also announced long

term reform measures in the growth-oriented sectors

to make them competitive and attractive at the global

level.

Rational tax system, agriculture and supply

chain and system,  capable human resource, measures

to encourage startups and small-scale units, good

investment appreciation, Make in India mission etc.

India has vast opportunities to apply the measures

undertaken under this mission. However,the Mission

has been faced some challenges in its applicability.

One of the challenges is that it is practically impossible

to have favourable results in all the sectors in a short

period of time as we have depended on many countries

including China for many products. The dependency

for the products and services on other countries cannot

be overcomed in a short period of time. Another

challenge is that most of the packages or schemes are

old one and they are simply renamed or redefined

packages. All the schemes don not able to provide

immediate relief to the needy people of the country. It

is also found shortage of time period hinder the

implementation of the scheme.

Conclusion:

The Aatmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyan has five key

aspects- Economy, Infrastructure, Vibrant

Demographic, System and Demand. All these sectors

are very important for the development of the country

as Indian economy is growing economy and it has a

great opportunity to make it world leader in the global

market. The Aatmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyan has opened

up the eyes of the innovators and entrepreneurs to start

new ventures in different sectors and thereby making

India Global Partner in the world economy.



On 2nd August 2021, Prime Minister Narendra

Modi launched the digital payment instrument E-RUPI,

which is a cashless instrument for digital payment .It is

a Digital platform which will be used for making digital

payment and to strengthen the various scheme and

digital transaction of government as well as the others

players .It is a symbol that is now showing how India

is progressing by connecting people’s lives with

technology. In the period of the COVID-19, the

present concept has explored the literate to discuss

E-RUPEE -
The New Digital Payment Instrument Of India

the cause and effects of emerging prepaid vouchers.

It is just like a prepaid voucher that can be used by

users to redeem an amount without a card, online

payment application or without accessing internet

banking services. It will be reliable and receive a direct

benefit as it it is secure for both companies and

customers.

                      Digital Rupee is a form of currency

notes issued by a central bank or a Central Bank Digital

Currency (CBDC).It is an electronic form of money

Rahul Kumar Agarwal

1ST SEMESTER, M.COM



that can be used in contactless transactions.in Indian

we may be able to use two form or type of E-Rupee

i.e CBDC-R and CBDC-W where CBDC-R means

central bank digital currency that would be potentially

available for used of all in the retail segment on the

other hand CBDC-W is designed for restricted access

to selected financial institution for wholesale  only which

include nine banks- State Bank Of India, Bank of

Baroda , Union Bank Of India ,HDFC Bank, ICICI

Bank , Kotak Mahindra Bank, Yes Bank,IDFC First

Bank and HSBC.

                           India’s first Digital Rupee pilot

project had started on November 1,2022 where the

Reserve Bank of India has launched the pilot project

only for the wholesale segment only where the project

is named as “e¹ -W”.It is being launched such that the

bank can settle them for the settlement of transactions

in government securities, it is expected to make the

inter-bank market more efficient.It also announced that

the  first pilot in Retail segment i.e “e¹ -R” is planned to

be launched within a month,in selected location so that

a customers and merchants relationship can be derived

for the use of E-Rupee.

Benefits of E-Rupee-

· Reducing the transaction cost

· Having a digitized currency will make it easier

for government to access.

· All transaction happening within the authorized

networks .

· The government will have better control over

how money leaves and enters the country.

· Allow the government to create a space for

better budgeting and economic plan for the

future.

· Overall it will provide a much safer

environment.

· It will not get torn ,burnt or any sort of physical

damage can be made to E-Rupee

· Lifeline of E-Rupee will be indefinite compared

to physical notes.

E-Rupee is very much useful even if the financial system

is well-established because in case of physical currency

it need to be mobilized from one place to another with

increases the cost of transaction but in case of E-Rupee,

the cash will be transfer digitally which make its

extremely easy for people to access money and the

users does not even require a bank account to make

CBDC payment .In context of India we have a chunk

of population that still does have a bank account but

still they have access to mobile internet and where the

opportunity of CBDC lies because in case of CBDC

even an unbanked Indian consumer with an aadhar

number and a smartphone can easily make  a

transaction does we can say that with the use of CBDC

it will increase the scope of integrating people into the

financial system who are basically remain tradition

outside of it. It will also help RBI to track more amount

of cash in the system and even facilitate easy availability

of credit to these sorts of kinds of peoples. The CBDC

can be also accessed in region with poor or no internet

connectivity at all.

        So we can conclude that people with no ATM

,no third party app,no bank account can make a

transaction with each other with the help of the CBDC

technology .



JUVENILE JUSTICE
SYSTEM IN INDIA- A CRITICAL ANALYSIS

Ankita Dutta

Department of Sociology, B.A. 5th Sem

Introduction

“Old enough to do the crime, old enough to do the

time.” This phrase has been used by those who

advocate that juvenile offenders should be treated as

adults. With crimes happening every minute, every day,

the debate that has caught momentum is related to not

the crimes but who is actually doing it. It is well

acknowledged a fact that criminals are not only adults.

Several heinous offences have being committed by the

juveniles. In fact, in last few decades the crime rates of

children under the age of 16 have increased. However,



the approach that India has towards the offenders is

influenced by their age, leading to differential treatment.

This differential treatment is not justified under the mere

banner of a number called age. It takes into consideration

what forms the part of life of a juvenile at that point of

time. Most justice systems have redefined juvenile

offences as delinquent acts to be adjudicated within a

separate juvenile justice system, designed to recognize

the special needs and immature status of young people.

The article analyses various factors that are used to

determine a different treatment of a juvenile offender.

The evolution of Juvenile justice system in India

1) Pre-Independence Era

Differential treatment for children can be traced as far

back as the Code of Hammurabi in 1790 BC, the

responsibility for their supervision and maintenance being

vested on the family. During the colonial regime, in 1843,

the first centre for these children called “Ragged School”

was established by Lord Cornwallis. After 1850, the

Apprentices Act was passed which, chronologically was

the first law which required that children between the

ages of 10-18 convicted in Courts, to be provided

vocational training as part of their rehabilitation process.

Another landmark legislation was the Reformatory

School Act, 1876 and 1897. Under the Act, the court

had the right to detain delinquents in a reformatory school

for a period of two to seven years but after they had

attained the age of eighteen years, they were not to be

kept in these institutions. Moreover, The Act of Criminal

Procedure, 1898 provided special treatment for juvenile

offenders. The Code provided probation for good

conduct by offenders up to the age of twenty-one. Then

Indian Children Act was made by the Indian Jail

Committee (1919-1920). Under this act, individual

provincial government got the right to enact separate

legislation for juvenile in their respective jurisdictions.

Provinces of Madras, Bengal and Bombay passed their

own Children Acts in 1920, 1922 and 1924,

respectively. These laws entailed provisions for the

creation of a specialized mechanism for the treatment

of juveniles.

2) Post-Independence

The most important post-independence legislation was

The Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection of Children)

Act, 2000, brought in compliance of Child Rights

Convention 1989. It was under this act that anyone

below the age of 18 was considered as a child and

was never allowed to be tried as an adult. This was the

provision that caused an uproar in India after the

“Nirbhaya Delhi Gang Rape Case”, the incident that

took place on December 16, 2012 and shocked the

whole nation. It not only left the nation shook and

disgusted, it raised questions on the applicability of law

in realm of juvenile justice because of one of the

accused’s age being 6 months short of 18 years. This

involvement of a person less than 18 years of age, in

such a heinous crime of rape, compelled the Indian

Legislation to introduce a new law and thus, the

Parliament came up with a new law known as “Juvenile

Justice (Care and Protection) Act, 2015. This Act

replaced the existing juvenile laws and introduced a

few remarkable changes. One of the remarkable

changes was that juveniles in the age group of 16 to 18

years were to be tried as adults if accused of committing

a heinous crime. Along with this landmark change,

another alteration made by the Legislature was the

Criminal Law (Amendment) Act, 2013, which was the

direct result of nation’s fight for the Nirbhaya incident.

The Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection) Act,

2015 and Recent Juvenile Offences: An Analysis

The Act has been based on the principle of ‘doli

incapax’. This principle finds its place in the Section

82 and 83 of IPC. Under this, it is assumed that a

child below the age of 7 “lacks the ability to

understand the nature and consequence of his act”,



and thus lacks the required mens rea. Only child

between the age of 7-12 can be convicted, provided

that, the act they have committed is a heinous crime

and they have knowledge and has attained the sufficient

knowledge to understand the consequences of their

act.

According to Section 2, sub-section 12 of The Juvenile

(Care and Protection) Act, 2015 a “child” means a

person who has not completed eighteen years of age.

The Act classifies the term “child” into two categories:–

1. “child in conflict with law” , and

2. “child in need of care and protection”

The child who committed an offence and he or she is

under the age of 18 years on the date of commission

of the offence is basically termed as a “child in conflict

with law”. The second category is “child in need of

care and protection” means a child as defined under

Section 14 of the Act. However, after the amendment,

it was decided that a person falling in the age bracket

of 16-18 can be tried as an adult depending on the

nature of the offence. Which means, this amendment

created a difference between a child and a juvenile,

stating that any person who is accused of a crime and

is in the age group of 16-18 is a juvenile, and not a

child and thus can be tried as an adult in the court

proceedings if accused of committing a heinous crime.

If the element of heinous crime is found missing, the

case is heard by the juvenile justice board.

In order to understand this landmark change, it is

important to recognise the brutalities that victims have

faced and have fought against for the courts to realise

the need for this change. As already mentioned, the

incident that paved way for this amendment was the

case of Mukesh and Anr vs. State of NCT of Delhi

& Ors, popularly known as the Nirbhaya rape case. It

was argued in this case that the age of the accused

should not act as a veil on the nature of brutality he

inflicted on the victim. It was found that he was

responsible for physically torturing the victim with an

iron rod, hurling abuses and inflicting internal ruptures

in her body. Owing to the ignorance of laws towards

such heinous offences done by so called “children”,

Advocate Shweta Kapoor filed a PIL in Delhi High

Court, demanding amendments to the Juvenile Justice

(Care and Protection) Act, 2000 to deal with children

who have attained the age of 16 and are involved in

serious crime. “Minds of juveniles who have attained

the age of 16 and commit serious crimes are well

developed and they do not need care and protection

of the society. Rather, the society needs care and

protection against them,” said the PIL.

It was argued through the PIL that if a person aged 16

is convicted of a crime, he could be kept in the

institutions made for juvenile justice, however, once they

attained the age of 18, they must be treated like an

ordinary criminal. It was emphasised that there was a

need to understand that a blanket minimum age facilitates

escape of those young people who are very well

capable of differentiating between right and wrong and

yet go ahead with committing serious offences. Another

similar case, involving a juvenile, accused of a heinous

crime was the case of State of Maharashtra vs. Vijay

Mohan Jadhav & Ors., known as the Shakti Mills

rape case. One of the accused rapists in the case was

a juvenile. In both these aforementioned cases, one of

the main accused was a juvenile and thus got away

with just three years in a remand home, while the

accused adult offenders were given the death sentence.

The questions that come to mind is, is this punishment

enough to rectify a young individual? What kind of

punishment should be given to such culpable youths

who were capable of treating a living being as an object

and make them a victim of their ruthless behaviour? It

makes us question our very premise of reforming a

convict!



Another aspect worth deliberating on is the definition

of the word ‘heinous’. In order to try a person 16-18

years old, as an adult, he must be accused of a heinous

crime. The 2015 Act, in section 2(33), defines ‘heinous

crimes’ as “those crimes for which the minimum

punishment under the IPC or any other law for the time

being in force is imprisonment for seven years or

more.” It cannot be denied that allowing the trial of a

16-18-year-old as an adult in certain cases is an

achievement for Indian legal system, however, this very

definition of heinous seems flawed. What the definition

is based on is entirely a time duration of punishment

and not the type of offence or characteristic of the

offence committed. This was witnessed in the case of

Saurabh Jalinder Nangre vs. State of Maharashtra.

In this case, the High Court dealt with a writ petition,

raising the issue regarding necessity of sending the

juvenile to children court. The offence committed was

of attempt to murder punishable under Section 307

IPC. Under the premise of the said definition of heinous

crimes given in the 2015 act, the court decided that “In

the present case, all the petitioners though are

between the age group of 16 to 18 years, they have

not committed heinous offences and, therefore, their

case is not covered under section 15 of the said Act

and thus the case cannot be transferred to

Children’s Court. Hence, the inquiry is to be

conducted by Juvenile Justice Board, Sangli . So,

the court completely set aside the fact that those 17-

year olds made an attempt to take away someone’s

life and do an irreparable harm, and decided to treat

them as juveniles and exempting them from the

punishment they deserved. It is important to note that

setting such definition makes crime look like a result of

age cycle, while the reality is that crime is what a kind

makes you do and 16 years of age is enough for a

person to be scrupulous and think about what is right

and wrong. Moreover, attempt to murder is in a

layman’s language a failed action of murdering

someone. When at this age they were capable enough

to thinking and acting upon the desire of killing

someone, why were they not capable enough to be

tried and punished as adults?

Conclusion

Crime is just not a wrong prohibited under a

statute. It is a wrong that scholars have defined as

morally reprehensible and causing damage way

beyond just the victim. That is the reason why crime

is focused on as a wrong against state. While dealing

with the accused of these crimes, we look at the people

who blatantly go ahead with not only defying the

authority of law but also damaging the stability of the

society. These violations are not restricted to any

group, as such, be it age, class, gender or any other

classification. Time and again, through various crimes,

we have seen that a criminal has to group to stick by,

no classification to differ him from, its just him and his

act. On the similar lines, this strict distinction of a

person less than 18 years of age not being tried as an

adult was a flawed concept. And it is a development

of Indian justice system to do away with this loophole.

It is important to understand that while hearing a case,

the circumstances of the said case, the nature of act

done should be used as parameters to analyse whether

the so-called juvenile was capable of understanding

his act or not. Moreover, the definition of heinous

crimes, should be reconsidered. Just putting a

threshold of punishment in terms of years does not

reflect the mindset of criminal and doesn’t convey the

pain of the victim.
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Darkness is not as much as the people tells

Often a light rain in the

Morning foretells a pleasant day.

Sometimes clouds of gloom appear ,but they

Are only for a short time

If   the roses blossom when it rains

Why worry about them falling again?

The bright hours of life pass by

With gratitude, with enthusiasm, enjoy all that is flying by!

What will happen when death suddenly come in front

And snatches away those who are dearest to us,

What will happen when the victory of sorrow is seen?

Hope is slipping away from the hands

Only then it plays the stake and then come

Back, unconquered,whom it defeated first was given

But still I am ready to fly open with golden wings

With effort being fearless

Let the day examine me gracefully, like a winner





 At the beginning of the report, I would like to pay tribute to the distinguished individuals whose efforts
have established our college in its present form.  I would also like to express my sincere gratitude to the
Hon’ble Principal of my college, the respected teachers, dear colleagues and all those who have helped
me with their advice at various times.

I took oath as the President of Student’s Union on 1st October,2022. In the very first event of our tenure
we took part in the Inter College Football and Badminton Tournament. After that we also took part in
many other events like Wall Painting, Poster Making , Creative Poem Writing, Quiz Competition. We also
took part in “16 Days Campaign on Violence against Women and Girls 2022”. Under our tenure two new
classrooms were built and a women’s hostel was also built which was inaugurated by Dr. Ranoj Pegu Sir.
An alumni association’s meeting was also held on 23rd with our active participation and supervision.

After that, I participated in many sections of the college week including Saraswati Puja and gained some
new experiences. Therefore, it is important to ensure that all the events go smoothly.

 I would like to thank and appreciate the Chief Advisor Shri Mahesh Dutta Sir for his advice in various
aspects and at various times during my tenure.  I would like to thank the teachers and  members of the
Student’s Union and my dear friends for their help in achieving the goals for the betterment of our college.

 Finally, I would like to extend my sincere respect and best wishes to every member of Lakhimpur
College of Commerce, apologize to everyone for any mistakes made during my tenure and wish a bright
future to Lakhimpur Commerce College.

 Mohit Kumar Taparia

 President

LCCSU 22-23

Report of the President
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 Annual College Week events

Leterary and Magazine

1. Poem Recitation:

Assamese poem Recitation:

1st Position : Saika Deuri Konwar

2nd Position : Beni Madhab Boragohain

3rd Position : Dulumoni Chutia

English poem Recitation:

1st Position : Mohit Taparia

2nd Position : Muskan Das

3rd Position : Sangita Choudhury

Self Composed poem :

1st Position : Jasmin Khatun

2nd Position : Dirangshu Didwania

: Lipika Baruah

Result of Gymnasium

Arms wrestling competion (Boys)

Below 55 Kg

1st Position : Rahul Biswas

2nd Position : Rabin Borah

3rd Position : Nitish Yadav

55 to 60 Kg

1st Position : Anjal Chutia

2nd Position : Biki Devnath

3rd Position : Priyanshu Borah

60 to 65 Kg

1st Position : Gobin Doley

2nd Position : Lakhyajyoti Gogoi

3rd Position : Monuj Dey

65 to 70 Kg

1st Position : Aman Ahmed

2nd Position : Rupamjyoti Borah

3rd Position : Nikhil Baruah

75 Kg+

1st Position : Manash Pratim Deka

2nd Position : Awal Ali

3rd Position : Mukti Ranjan

Girls’ Open Weight

1st Position : Muskan Das

2nd Position : Najiya Begum

3rd Position : Dristimoni Boruah

Champion of the Champions Anjal Chutia

Outdoor games

Long jump (Girls’)

1st Position : Anjumoni Payeng

2nd Position : Rumi Doley

3rd Position : Parishmita Das

High jump (Girls’)

1st Position : Anjumoni Payeng

2nd Position : Gitiali Das

3rd Position : Mitika Narah

Discus Throw (Girls’)

1st Position : Gitiali Das

2nd Position : Sumi Narah

3rd Position : Simron Sultana

Short put (Girls’)

1st Position : Gitiali Das

2nd Position : Anjumoni Payeng

3rd Position : Simron Sultana

Javeling Through (Girls’)

1st Position : Anjumoni Payeng

2nd Position : Sumi Narah

3rd Position : Mitika Narah

Long jump (Boys)

1st Position : Mintu Doley



2nd Position : Ikron Ali

3rd Position : Bhairab Hazarika

High jump (Boys)

1st Position : Monjit Doley

2nd Position : Bhairab Hazarika

3rd Position : Mintu Doley

Short put (Boys)

1st Position : Monjit Doley

2nd Position : Mintu Doley

3rd Position : Bikash Singh

Javeling Through (Boys)

1st Position : Mintu Doley

2nd Position : Monjit  Doley

3rd Position : Arun Mili

Discus Throw (Boys)

1st Position : Monjit  Doley

2nd Position : Krisho Kutum

3rd Position : Aawul Ali

Cricket

Winner : B.A. 1st sem.

Man of the Match: Raj Pradhan (B.A. 1st sem.)

Man of the Series : Farhan Hussain(B.A. 1st sem.)

Runners up : B.Com 3rd sem.

Rebot Gohain (Captain)

Running Comptition

100 mtrs (Boys)

1st Position : Praveen Das

2nd Position : Mintu Doley

3rd Position : Arun Mili

100 mtrs (Girls’)

1st Position : Minhaz Hazarika

2nd Position : Sangkita Narzary

3rd Position : Rumi Doley

200 mtrs (Boys)

1st Position : Mintu Doley

2nd Position : Praveen Das

3rd Position : Gangul Doley and Debandanda Taid

200 mtrs (Girls’)

1st Position : Rumi Doley

2nd Position : Sibani Pegu

3rd Position : Munmi Kuli

400 mtrs (Boys)

1st Position : Ajoy Doley

2nd Position : Ashish Majumdar

3rd Position : Debajit Narah

400 mtrs (Girls’)

1st Position : Arifa Begam

2nd Position : Manalisa Gogoi

3rd Position : Satika Deuri Konwar

Keshashree Ray

Girls Common Room

Musical Chair

1st Position : Sarfa Jaman

2nd Position : Taslima Begam

3rd Position : Bitali Lagachu

Mehandi Compatition

1st Position : Simram Gupta

2nd Position : Elina Begum

3rd Position : Anjali Bhandway

Nikita Sarkar

Priya Gupta

Hair Style

1st Position : Nazmi Khatun

2nd Position : Durgaswati Kumari

3rd Position : Madhu Kumari

Bridal Compatition

1st Position : Monika Phukan

2nd Position : Durgaswati Kumari

3rd Position : Sangita Thappa

Salad Compatition

1st Position : Najiya Bagum

2nd Position : Dipsikha Dutta

3rd Position : Momina Begum

Priya Gupta



Indoor Games

Boys Single

1st Position : Sahil Patnagynk

2nd Position : Rabat Gohain

3rd Position : Hemanta Kr. Mukerjee

Girls’ Single

1st Position : Sulena Begum

2nd Position : Saniya Ansari

Boys Double

1st Position : Sahil Patnagynk

Irfan Ahmed

2nd Position : Farhan Hussain

Rabat Gohain

Carram Compatition

Boys Single

1st Position : Nurul Islam

2nd Position : Abdul Halim

Girls’ Single

1st Position : Chasika Roy

2nd Position : Riya Dey

Boys Doubles

1st Position : Awal Ali

Nurul Hussain

2nd Position : Rajib Das

Ramesh Sharma

Chess

1st Position : Amrit Kumar Pawe

2nd Position : Rajib Das



Lakhimpur Commerce College
North Lakhimpur, Assam List of Ex-Editors
Lakhimpur Commerce College Magazine

Sri Probin Bora 1st issue 1978-79

Sri Pulak Jyoti Boruah 2nd issue 1980-81

Sri Manik Kalita 3rd issue 1984-85

Sri Satyban Bora 4th issue 1987-88

Sri Prahlad Payeng 5th issue 1989-90

Sri Pankaj Sarma Boruah 6th issue 1994-95

Sri Pradip Jyoti Dewori 7th issue 1997-98

Miss Shikhamoni Dutta 8th issue 2000-2001

Miss Momi Gogoi 9th issue 2002-2003

Sri Jyotimoni Borua 2003-2004

Sri Debojit Gogoi 2004-2005

Sri Jayanta Kr. Das 11th issue 2005-2009

Sri Pranjal Gogoi 12th issue 2010-2011

Sri Nibaran Das 13th issue 2011-2012

Sri Subrajit Mitra 2012-2013

Sri Dipak Das 2013-2014

Beni Madhab Borgohain 15th issue 2021-2022

14th issue

10th issue



Lakhimpur Commerce College
North Lakhimpur, Assam
Student Union 2022-23

President Mohit Kumar Taparia

Vice-President Ankuj Dutta

General Secretary Manash Pratim Hazarika

Assistant General Secretary Raj Pradhan

Literary & Magazine Secretary Rabin Bora

Music & Culture Secretary Sahnaj Ahmed

Indoor Games Secretary Ganguly Doley

Outdoor Games Secretary Manob Kalita

Social Service Secretary Kapil Borah

Debating & Symposium Secretary Mrinal Narah

Gymnasium Secretary Nikhil Boruah

Boys’ Common Room Secretary Simanta Das

Girls’ Common Room Secretary Nursafa Begum


